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FRASERBURGH COMMUNITY WIND TURBINE

ECOLOGY REPORT

1.

Introduction

1.1

Proposal outline

The proposal is for a single Enercon E48 wind turbine, of around 50m hub height and 48m rotor
blade diameter, to be located on improved farmland some 7km south of Fraserburgh.
It will match, and will appear as part of, the existing three-turbine array at House o’ Hill to the north
of Mormond Hill. The existing layout is an uneven north/south row of three E48 turbines, with a
large gap between the central and northern turbines into which the community turbine will fit, as
shown on the maps in the Appendix.

1.2

Ecology data accessed

This report draws on the results of the ecological studies for the existing wind farm1, carried out in
2006 and 2007, and the results of a search of the NESBReC database carried out in March 2014
which covered out to a kilometre from the approximate community turbine position.
Reference has also been made to the most recent Bird Atlas2, to various papers relating to the recent
distributions of Whooper Swans and geese in Scotland, and to the SNH website (including the
Sitelink web-pages).

1.3

Consultation feedback

A scoping report was prepared for SNH in April 2014, in order to clarify the extent of additional
fieldwork required for this single turbine proposal. It was based on the data and reference sources
mentioned in 1.2 above and concluded that the requirement for new ecology fieldwork was limited
to a walkover survey for protected mammals.
However, the SNH response consisted merely of various referrals to generic guidance available on
their website; no site-specific advice was given and there was no comment regarding the scope of
the suggested new fieldwork.

1

Jones G (2008). The Ecology/Fauna chapter within the House o’ Hill Windcluster Environmental Report, April
2008. Green Cat Renewables Ltd.
2
Balmer et al (2013). Bird Atlas 2007–11: the breeding and wintering birds of Britain and Ireland. BTO Books,
Thetford.
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1.4

New ecology fieldwork

Since the generic SNH guidance had already been taken into account when making the fieldwork
recommendation in the scoping report, the limited fieldwork suggested there was undertaken. Site
visits were made by Andrew Upton on 15th May and 3rd June 2014 specifically to check for signs of
protected mammals, together with a brief record of the habitats present. No formal survey work for
birds was undertaken, although records were made of the species detected.

2.

Ecology baseline

2.1

Sites designated for their nature conservation interest

There are no sites that are nationally or internationally designated for their nature conservation
interest within several kilometres of the proposal. The nearest site is the Loch of Strathbeg Special
Protection Area and Ramsar site, located more than 6km to the east. The qualifying interests of this
site include Whooper Swan, Pink-footed Goose, Greylag Goose and Barnacle Goose, of which Pinkfooted Goose occurs in particularly high and important numbers, and may forage out many
kilometres from its roost sites.
According to SNH policy3, which refers to national maps of natural heritage interests4, the proposed
development is in Zone 1 of lowest natural heritage sensitivity; it lies to the south of a broad coastal
strip deemed to be of medium sensitivity for birds.

2.2

Habitats

The area around the proposed development is primarily improved and cultivated agricultural land.
The field boundaries consist of newly planted hedges (of mixed native species) and mostly defunct
walls, completely overgrown in places to resemble grassy banks. Gorse thickets are present along
the line of a wet ditch and burn, and also on top of the former walls in places. Trees are restricted to
the old garden of House o’ Hill farmhouse and the adjacent farmyard. Map 1 shows the habitats and
field boundary types present around the turbine position, out to about 375m.
The field in which the community turbine would stand is intensively cultivated agricultural ground,
currently with a crop of Oilseed Rape. The access route would also cross this field as shown in
Photographs 1 and 2 in the Appendix.
No loss of semi-natural habitats or important plant species would occur due to construction of the
development, apart from the loss of a short section of hedge at the entrance into the turbine field to
allow for the required turning circle. Therefore, habitats are not considered in the impact
assessment.

3

Scottish Natural Heritage (2009). Strategic locational guidance for onshore wind farms in respect of the
natural heritage. SNH policy statement no. 02/02, updated March 2009. Available online at:
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A247182.pdf
4
Scottish Natural Heritage (undated). Map 4: Non - designated biodiversity and earth science interests.
Available online at: http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/C208974.pdf
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2.3

Mammals

2.3.1 Previous data
The NESBReC search did not flag up any protected mammal species within a kilometre radius of the
approximate turbine position.
The previous survey work for the House o’ Hill project found no signs of Water Vole, Otter or Badger
around the existing three turbines. However, a single bat, probably Common Pipistrelle, was
detected during a bat survey in September 2006 around the uninhabited House o’ Hill farmhouse, at
more than 200m from the community turbine position.

2.3.2 Survey work for this proposal
The mammal survey work carried out on 25th May and 3rd June 2014 covered out to about 375m
from the proposed turbine position, and included the trees and old farmhouse at House o’ Hill.
Fieldwork consisted of a walkover survey looking at the likely key areas for protected mammal
activity – the areas checked are shown on Map 2.

2.3.3 Bats
The new survey work for bats was restricted to the identification of potential roost sites. The only
such sites identified were at, and around, the old House o’ Hill farmhouse some 240m from the
turbine position and the nearest point of the access route (which approaches from the east, on the
far side of the turbine).
Potential for bat roosts was considered most likely in the old farmhouse itself and in a large Ash tree
nearby which had many fissures in the bark of its trunk and main branches. Photographs 3, 4, 7 and
8 illustrate these sites, which are indicated on Map 3. There is little habitat connectivity between
the farmhouse and the development site, the field boundary here being an old wall overgrown with
grass and with a few scattered gorse bushes at each end – it is shown in Photographs 5 and 6.

2.3.4 Water Vole and Otter
There is no running water within 250m of the proposed turbine or access track. A search of the
natural course of the burn was made where it flows past House o’ Hill, looking for droppings, holes
and other signs of Otter and Water Vole; this stretch is shown on Map 2 and excluded the densest
overhanging gorse. Much more limited checks were made for Otter spraint at a few points upstream
along the ditch up to the current middle turbine.
No signs of either Otter or Water Vole were found. The burn and ditch do not appear to be
particularly suitable for Water Voles – the flow is fast in many places, the bottom is mostly stony,
and there are extensive stretches of dense gorse overhanging it. Thus, although it is possible that
Otters may occasionally visit the watercourse when foraging, neither of these species is considered
further in the impact assessment.
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2.3.5 Badger
All of the field boundaries within the survey area were checked for signs of Badgers such as
pathways, holes dug under fences, hairs caught on barbed wires, and foraging marks. The wooded
and scrubby areas around the old farmhouse and farmyard at House o’ Hill were also checked for
setts and holes. Map 2 shows the area surveyed.
Numerous Badger signs were found across much of the survey area. A sett with seven entrance
holes was found near House o’ Hill, located in a short bank overgrown with gorse. This may be the
main sett for the resident Badger ‘clan’ and there were plentiful signs of trails and foraging around it,
extending out into the adjacent fields and southwards along the banks of the burn. These signs
could be followed around several of the field edges, including the turbine field, and also into the
long grass of the fields themselves in places. Badger hair was found caught on the bottom wire of
fences in two places where pathways went beneath them. Two latrines were also found at different
points, perhaps representing the edge of the clan territory.
Along the old wall close by to the west of the turbine position there were several areas of digging,
including a single-entrance outlier sett. A little to the south of this was another hole dug to just
50cm deep, and a little to the north another digging had been blocked by collapsed stones.
The new hedges are all double-lined with rabbit-proof fencing, and this may have had some effect
on Badger movements – only one hole through any of these fences was found.
The outlier sett is located at about 60m from the turbine position, and foraging signs were seen
approaching to within about 10m at the nearest field edge.
The locations of the signs found are shown on Map 3, with several of them illustrated in
Photographs 9 to 12. It is likely that Badgers utilise most of those field edges in which extensive
signs were found, and the apparent gaps are simply due to a lack of clear signs on the survey dates.

2.4

Birds

2.4.1 Protected (Schedule 1) breeding birds
No records of Schedule 1 protected bird species were found in the NESBReC database within a
kilometre of the community turbine position. Similarly none had been recorded in the breeding
season during the 2006 breeding bird survey work for the existing wind farm, although there were
non-breeding records for Merlin and Peregrine (and also wintering Fieldfare and Redwing) during
vantage point watches carried out between September 2006 and April 2007. One Merlin and two
Peregrines were seen from 78.75 hours of watching; neither would be expected to occur regularly at
the site during the breeding season.
The 2006 surveys for breeding birds were extended into the conifer plantations to the south in order
to check for potential breeding Goshawks, but none were detected. These woods are a kilometre or
more from the community turbine position so that, even if Goshawks have since colonised, there is
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little prospect of them occurring regularly at the new turbine (the updated 2014 SNH guidance
indicates that nest sites for Goshawk need only be searched for out to 1km from turbine positions5).
No Schedule 1 bird species were noted during the recent 2014 fieldwork, and they are not
considered further in the impact assessment.

2.4.2 SPA-designated wildfowl
Of the qualifying species from the Loch of Strathbeg SPA, there were no sightings of Whooper Swan
or Barnacle Goose during the 2006-07 vantage point watches for the existing wind farm. The most
recent Bird Atlas had no records for Barnacle Goose within the relevant 10-kilometre square during
any of the winters 2007/08 to 2010/11. Whooper Swans were recorded in this square during bird
atlas work, but none were noted anywhere in the Loch of Strathbeg vicinity during the international
Whooper Swan census in January 20106; in that census Grampian region held just two flocks totalling
51 birds. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that this species too is very unlikely to occur in
important numbers or with any regularity in the House o’ Hill vicinity.
There was one sighting of just seven Greylag Geese in March 2007 during the previous survey work,
and this species is unlikely to be regular near House o’ Hill – the numbers occurring at Loch of
Strathbeg have fallen from a five-year peak mean of 5,565 for the winters 1986/87 – 1990/917 to
only 287 for the winters 2006/07 – 2011/128. None at all were counted there in 2008 and 2010
during the annual census counts for Icelandic-breeding geese in November and December9.
There were 19 sightings of Pink-footed Geese flying over House o’ Hill in 2006/07 during the
previous survey work, but they totalled only 310 birds at an average of 16 birds per observation.
This is a very small proportion of the numbers that can utilise Loch of Strathbeg, where the running
five-year peak means for the autumns of 2008 to 2012 range between 30,000 and 53,000 birds10. It
indicates that House o’ Hill is not near the major flight paths for Pink-footed Geese foraging out from
the SPA. Historic and recent records of feeding geese around the Loch of Strathbeg6, from 1986/87
to 2011/12, do not show any records from the kilometre grid square in which the community turbine
position is located – small numbers were recorded in the square immediately to the east between
1986/87 and 2006/07, but not subsequently (although more recent coverage may have been
reduced) and there were no records from any of the other adjacent squares. The House o’ Hill
ecology chapter does not specifically state whether or not geese were observed feeding in the
vicinity, but it is reasonable to assume that if they had been doing so, it would have merited a
mention. The comment that “A modest number of Pinkfoot flocks passed through the site… They
5

Scottish Natural Heritage, 2014. Survey Methods for use in Assessing the Impacts of Onshore Windfarms on
Bird Communities. [pdf] Scottish Natural Heritage Guidance. Available at:
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/C278917.pdf
6
Hall et al (2012). Population size and breeding success of Icelandic Whooper Swans Cygnus cygnus: results of
the 2010 international census. Wildfowl, 62, pp 73–96.
7
Scottish Natural Heritage (1994). Special Protection Area (SPA) Citation for Public Issue: Loch of Strathbeg,
Banff & Buchan (221A). SNH Sitelink (online).
8
Mitchell C (2012). Mapping the distribution of feeding Pink-footed and Iceland Greylag Geese in Scotland.
Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust Report.
9
Mitchell C (2009 and 2011). Status and distribution of Icelandic-breeding geese: results of the 2008 and 2010
international censuses. Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust Reports.
10
Mitchell C (2009 to 2013). Status and distribution of Icelandic-breeding geese: results of the 2008 to 2012
international censuses. Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust Reports.
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were moving between feeding areas…” implies that these feeding areas were at some distance from
the House o’ Hill survey area.
Since these are all passage or wintering species, none were expected during the recent 2014
fieldwork. Only Pink-footed Goose is considered further within the impact assessment.

2.4.3 Breeding birds
The 2014 NESBReC search revealed ten UKBAP species within a kilometre of the community turbine
position, including open ground species likely to have been breeding as follows: Curlew, Skylark,
Linnet, Yellowhammer, Reed Bunting and Corn Bunting. Of these, only Corn Bunting was located
with any precision on the map that accompanied the search results; this record dates from 2000 and
was more than 650m to the north of the community turbine position. That area does not appear to
have been covered by the 2006 House o’ Hill survey, which did not find Corn Buntings any closer to
the existing three-turbine wind farm. The 2007-11 Bird Atlas shows ‘possible’ breeding for Corn
Bunting within the relevant 10-kilometre square.
The area covered during the survey for breeding birds in 2006 is not clearly shown in the House o’
Hill ecology report and may not have covered very far to the east of the proposed community
turbine. Bearing this limitation in mind, the only open-ground species of any concern within 200m
of the community turbine position was one Skylark territory (out of 13 in the whole survey area).
Other species recorded out to about 500m were several pairs of Linnets and Yellowhammers and
one pair of Lapwings. The only other wader species was a single pair of Oystercatchers, at well over
500m to the south.
Several breeding bird species were noted in or over the fields during the two recent visits in May and
June 2014, but these did not include any waders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red-legged Partridge – a pair in May and a single bird in June;
Buzzard – two birds flying through the site in May and one in June;
Skylark – several heard singing;
Whitethroat – three pairs along hedges in the vicinity of the proposed turbine;
Sedge Warbler – thee locations of singing birds, including one very close to the current middle
turbine;
Linnet – one or more pairs present, including birds immediately beside the current middle
turbine and close to the proposed turbine;
Yellowhammer – three males singing and carrying food, including one immediately beside the
current middle turbine and one near the proposed turbine;
Reed Bunting – two males in the rushy field to the south.

In addition several species were recorded around the House o’ Hill farmyard, including several each
of Jackdaw, Starling and House Sparrow, and a male Pied Wagtail.
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3.

Ecology impact assessment

3.1

Protected mammals

3.1.1 Bats
The nearest likely potential roost sites are at 240m from the proposed turbine position, within the
closest area of trees and buildings likely to be favoured for foraging. The previous survey work in
2006 detected one bat here, with more activity over 500m to the north where a larger area of trees
lies adjacent to the burn further downstream.
The access route for the turbine approaches from the east, which is on the far side of the turbine
from these areas, and there are no trees alongside it on its route up from the B-road at Claystiles.
Therefore no disturbance to any bat roosts is expected.
Although bats might forage out over the fields at times, there is no obvious habitat linking the
turbine position with the trees and buildings at House o’ Hill – the field boundary between them is a
mainly bare fenceline along an old wall (see Photographs 5 and 6). Regular foraging by bats around
the turbine position is therefore unlikely and no significant impacts in terms of collisions are
expected.

3.1.2 Badger
Badgers are protected by the Protection of Badgers Act 1992, in which it is an offence to wilfully kill
or injure a Badger; to obstruct, damage or destroy a sett; or to disturb a Badger within it. In their
guidance Badgers and Development11 SNH advises that any work which is proposed within 30m of
the closest sett entrance may require a licence, and this is the distance beyond which it is accepted
that most types of construction work (excluding blasting or pile-driving) will not disturb Badgers in a
sett. Since blasting and pile-driving will not be required for the proposed development and the
closest sett is the outlier at 60m from the turbine position, it is not anticipated that Badgers will be
disturbed by the construction and installation works, and there will be no licensing requirement.
Nevertheless, because of the use of the development site by foraging Badgers, the following
procedures will be followed during construction:
•
•
•
•
•

the use of noisy plant and machinery will cease at least two hours before sunset;
any security lighting will be directed away from the closest sett;
chemicals will be stored away from the field edges, at the southeast side of the hardstanding
working area, so as to be as far from the sett and badger paths as possible;
trenches will be covered at the end of each working day, or will include a means of escape for
any animal falling in;
any temporarily exposed open pipe system will be capped to prevent badgers gaining access.

With these working practices in place it is anticipated that there will be negligible impacts on
Badgers.

11

Scottish Natural Heritage (2001). Badgers and Development, SNH. Available online at:
http://www.snh.org.uk/pdfs/publications/wildlife/badger.pdf
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3.2

Birds

3.2.1 SPA-designated wildfowl
The level of Pink-footed Goose activity from the vantage point watches in 2006/07 was clearly of no
significance in terms of collision risk and there is no reason to assume that the risk has risen since
then. Indeed, the more recent records (from 2007/08 to 2011/12) indicate fewer flocks feeding due
west of House o’ Hill than earlier – these are the ones that might involve overflying from Loch of
Strathbeg. In addition, the recent guidance from SNH12 relating to geese and small-scale wind farms
(i.e. those with three turbines or less) regards proposals as ‘low risk’ if they are more than 1.5km
from SPA roosts and away from regularly-used foraging areas. At such sites it is expected that
almost all geese will be above collision risk height and collisions are expected to be very rare,
particularly given the very high avoidance rate that has now been acknowledged for geese.
Although the total number of turbines at House o’ Hill will be four, including the community turbine,
the same conclusion is expected to hold true for this site.
Given the wide area over which this Pink-footed Geese can commute, and the large expanse of
suitable improved grassland for foraging, then the potential loss of foraging around the community
turbine, and the four-turbine layout as a whole, will be nil or insignificant.

3.2.2 Breeding birds
The birds found in the NESBReC database and from the older and recent survey work are typical
widespread farmland species that would be expected. The species of most conservation concern is
Corn Bunting, which was recorded as ‘possibly breeding’ in the same 10-km square during the four
summers covered by Bird Atlas 2007–11. It was not recorded in the 2006 House o’ Hill survey work,
nor again in 2014, and the only record from NESBReC is 600m to the north. This species has declined
very substantially in recent years for reasons related to agricultural practices and is unlikely to be
particularly affected by wind farms.
The presence of several species immediately beside the current middle turbine, including singing
(i.e. holding territory), indicates the general lack of impact that wind farms have on many farmland
birds, such as gamebirds and songbirds.
Therefore, the insertion of an additional turbine into an existing three-turbine wind farm is not
anticipated to have anything more than very local and negligible impacts on the breeding birds.

4.

Conclusion

No significant impacts are anticipated on habitats, bats or birds due to the construction and
operation of the Fraserburgh Community Turbine.
Provided the operating practices outlined under 3.1.2 above are carried out, then there should be
negligible impacts on Badgers.
The above conclusions for the community turbine also hold true for the cumulative impacts of this
proposal taken together with the three existing turbines of the House o’ Hill development.
12

Scottish Natural Heritage (2014). Assessing impacts to pink-footed and greylag geese from small-scale wind
farms in Scotland. SNH Guidance.
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ECOLOGY APPENDIX
Maps and Photos
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